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2. If the stripe is eligible a read request to the entire stripe is generated.
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Proceeds through three testing phases:
Write Phase
Generates a write workload across the entire disk space.
Read Phase
Generates a random read workload across the disk space.
Read and Compare Phase
Reads back in the original write workload and compares the data to ensure there was no data corruption.
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DOR works by generating a thread for each disk that is responsible for fulfilling requests to that disk for the purpose of rebuilding the data of the failed disk. There is also a master thread that is responsible for coordinating the actions of the disk threads. It is possible that UPGRAID could work directly below the master thread and indirectly rebuild requests for replicated blocks to the replicas stored on UPGRAID partitions.
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PRO works by dividing the failed disk into “hot zones” and then rebuilding the zones based on the current access rate to that zone. UPGRAID could sit above this process and use replicated stripes to improve this process. This approach would likely be more complex but its popularity based operation seems like a good fit with UPGRAID. It may be good if we defined these “hot zones” to align with the stripes of the RAID5 disk. This would make reconstruction using the replicated stripes easier.
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Random Access Tests

- RAID5 Average - 12.187 seconds
- UPGRAID Average - 13.1984 seconds
Due to the current instability of the system this data should be taken with a grain of salt.
Questions or Comments?